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/ Prologue /
For anyone working in marketing and communications today, times are scary and exciting and demanding of change. That applies to the Strategic Enrollment Management
world as well.
We don’t know quite what the future will bring, but we can see that life as we knew it
for the last 20 years or so has vanished. Yes, vanished. Even if many people haven’t quite
been able to acknowledge it yet, the signs are clear. Marketers and enrollment managers
have lost control. The inmates are in charge of our future. We have to communicate as
they expect us to communicate. Quickly. Accurately. Honestly.

Once, we communicated when and how we wanted to communicate.
Some of us remember the 1980s and the advent of EMAS and Sequitor, the almost magical software systems that gave us the ability to carefully plan and manage communication programs that started when a person first entered our database as an inquiry. No
more “big bag of garbage” mailings with everything stuffed into a single envelope. We
carefully planned a series of contacts based on what we wanted to send and when we
wanted to send it. Yes, we had overrides for people who insisted on a financial aid brochure earlier than we planned to send it, but we hoped that everyone would wait until
the designated time.
Of course, many college-bound high school students were kind enough or well-behaved enough to wait until late in their junior year and early in their senior year to start
asking colleges for information. We knew when we had to have new viewbooks on
hand, fresh from the printer. Life was good.
That was also a time when network TV was supreme, newspapers were more widely
read than today, Newsweek and Time were thick with advertisements, Web sites didn’t
exist, and the idea of using email for marketing was unheard of.
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Today, everything has changed.
In 2007, network TV and the 30-second TV ad spot are in serious decline, the Wall
Street Journal wonders if it will have a print future, Web sites are part of just about
everybody’s daily life, email marketing sounds ancient to some people, and traditional
viewbook content is less and less relevant by the time students receive them.
Communication management systems are still important in student recruitment, but
we manage a more complex mix of print and electronic communications and the overall
impact on our “formal” marketing communications has diminished. Colleges struggle
with the value of print publications while trying to find new resources to build Web
sites that match the growing expectations of visitors in a Web 2.0 environment. Life is
not quite so good. Change is hard. But the inmates are in control and change we must.
Consider three critical elements today.
dMore and more of our future students don’t tell us anything about themselves until they
send us an application for admission. They stay anonymous. They don’t ask for information. They visit college Web sites on their own. They read about colleges on social networking sites. They visit RateMyProfessors.com. Then, they send applications to the
colleges that have made their “I’m serious about these places” list. For these people, the
marketing impact of their first Web site visit is enormous. It can’t be underestimated.
Many college Web sites don’t seem to understand this. Whether it’s the home page
or the first admissions page, very few have content truly designed to engage a new
visitor who might want to enroll. That’s why I was very happy indeed to see that the
MIT admissions page gives front center space to a feature that many colleges are still
afraid to use at all: student blogs.1
Everyone who uses blogs knows that they top the popularity charts for future students. And yet so many people I talk to at conference after conference say that fear
of what students might publish on their Web sites is the number one reason they
don’t do blogs. In today’s marketing environment, genuine user-generated content
has high impact everywhere, including among those searching for the best college. In
a world of secret shoppers, colleges that continue to refuse to face that fact handicap
themselves in the competition for enrollment.

dFuture students really do start exploring colleges earlier than in the “good old days.”

Whether we think that’s good or bad from a strategic enrollment management per-

1 See <www.mitadmissions.org>.
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spective, we can’t ignore it. Most colleges can’t provide an ongoing formal recruitment communications program over an extended time of 36 months or more. This
reinforces the need to rely more strongly on Web site navigation that makes it easy to
find the information that is of most interest to prospects.

dSpeed. People using Web sites in the electronic era are very impatient. They expect

answers to common questions as close to immediately as possible. E-mail response
after completing a form or in response to a question should be immediate.
Consider something as important as knowing the real cost of attending a college or university. People applying to very elite schools will probably wait to hear
about their final cost. That “pass” doesn’t apply to the vast majority of other colleges.
Maybe that’s why The University of Toledo lets people get a bottom line estimate of
costs and a projected ROI (return on investment) based on their career choice.2 Their
online estimator works a bit like a game and returns information of high interest to
the person using it in just a few minutes. Very few colleges and universities can match
this. In an online society, they should be working on it.

Communication Expectations After Enrollment
What happens after enrollment?
Let me tell a story. About three years ago, I was interviewing first-year undergraduate students at Philadelphia University. One of the things they wanted to talk about
was the continuing frequency of email communications from the university after they
enrolled, from regular news notices to delays in cafeteria service to weather related
problems and more. They talked to their friends at other schools and for them, the
experience after enrollment was quite different. Throughout the recruitment phase of
enrollment management, communication had been frequent. After enrollment, the
communication flow pretty much ended except for “rules and regulations” messages of
no special interest.
The message from the Philadelphia story is clear: the recruitment process creates
expectations after enrollment. Meeting those expectations will contribute to a better
retention rate and better word-of-mouth marketing to parents and friends. So today, as
much information as possible has to be available and easy to use online. That includes
not only registration, grades, financial aid applications and awards but also sports
2 See <www.financialaid.utoledo.edu/estimator>.
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results, news videos, faculty conversations and questions, capital campaign scholarship
results, and more.
SEM communications to current students can build a fine bridge to successful alumni
engagement after graduation.

Meeting the Online SEM Communications Challenge
The purpose of this AACRAO book is to guide the way to a more successful future at every
stage of enrollment management, from recruitment through retention to graduation.
In the pages that follow, you will discover a masterful attempt to outline essential electronic solutions to match the expectations of Millennials today and for a few more years
to come. Some of the electronic solutions you read about here will be out of date soon
after AACRAO releases this book. Don’t fret about that. Their value as stepping stones to
new techniques will give you great value for the time you invest in reviewing them.3
The Web can be a wonderful place.
To be “wonderful” in Strategic Enrollment Management, college and university Web
sites need to offer features similar to those of popular Web sites that teens and parents
visit often:
deBay and Amazon are vastly different today from five years ago, offering personalization and convenience that shape expectations for other Web sites.
dWikipedia is one of the 10 most popular Web sites in the United States, a status
achieved without fancy design but with easy access to valued information contributed by anyone who wants to contribute.
dYouTube and MySpace allow social connections that were impossible three years
ago.
College and university Web sites are far from wonderful today. Indeed, some in academe probably feel no imperative to have them mirror the best features of the most
popular online experiences. At colleges where that attitude prevails, online Strategic
Enrollment Management will not fare well.

3 Further sources on online communications include a survey by Noel-Levitz and partners on “Engaging the Social
Networking Generation: How to Talk to Today’s College Bound Juniors and Seniors” found at <https://www.noellevitz.com/
Papers+and+Research>, and the Pew Internet and American Life series at <www.pewinternet.org/reports.asp>. In it you
will find important information on teens and social networking in studies such as “Teens, Privacy and Online Social
Networks: How teens manage their online identities and personal information in the age of MySpace,” April 18, 2007.
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On the other hand, more and more colleges are starting to transform their Web sites and
bring them up-to-date with contemporary communication preferences. You’ll read about
many such outstanding examples in the chapters that follow. Enjoy. Change. Prosper.
Bob Johnson
President, Bob Johnson Consulting, LLC
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